Build the origami EU60 dove

1. Fold the paper in half by lifting the bottom corner to the top corner, so that the dot is visible at the top.

2. Fold in half again by lifting the left corner to the right corner, then fold apart again.

3. Fold the left and right corners upwards so they meet at the top.

4. Take the two loose points at the top and carefully fold them in half downwards. Fold apart again, noting where the new fold has been created.

5. Carefully fold the left and right corners into the middle. Fold apart again, noting where the new fold has been created.

6. Fold the left and right corners towards the inside along the fold made in step 5. They should now be hidden between the two outer layers.

7. Fold paper in half lengthways, keeping the side facing you on the outside.

8. Fold the two wings as far down as possible, along the marker.

9. Fold the wings towards the outside along the marker.

10. Fold the top corner inwards, as shown.

11. Fold the wings upwards, along the marker.

12. Fold a piece of the bottom corner inwards to form the beak.

13. Now turn the paper halfway-round.

14. ... and the dove is ready.